
STEWARD'S REPORT

Cranbourne
Saturday, 17 Nov 2018

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: C. Scott

Stewards: S. Gillespie, G. Truett, & D. Barber

Judges: J. Alsop

Lure Drivers: W. Harmor & S. Courts

Starter: M. Webb

Kennel Supervisor: G. Mallon

Kennel Attendants: S. Wellings & D. Henry

Veterinarian: Dr B. Backhoy

Race 1
RAPIDVITE ANIMAL PRODUCTS

6:30 pm
520m

Mixed 6/7

Pre-race samples were taken from Hip Hippy Shake and from Terrigal Tornado.

Que Allen was slow to begin.

Dyna Reaver, Newfire Chelle and Black Dash Three collided soon after the start checking Dyna Reaver
and Black Dash Three.  Newfire Chelle, Hip Hippy Shake and Que Allen collided aprroaching the first turn
checking Newfire Chelle.  Dyna Reaver galloped on Omen Allen on the first turn checking both
greyhounds and checking Terrigal Tornado, Newfire Chelle and Black Dash Three.  Newfire Chelle raced
wide as a result.  Hip Hippy Shake checked off Que Allen on the second turn.  Dyna Reaver and Black
Dash Three collided on the second turn checking both greyhounds.  Omen Allen and Hip Hippy Shake
collided on the home turn.

 A post-race sample was taken from Que Allen - the winner of the event.

Race 2
RAM LOCKSMITH

7:05 pm
311m

Mixed 4/5

Pre-race samples were taken from Elusive Anake and from Charlie Rocket.

Gappy Hilmore was quick to begin.

Elusive Anake and Eduardo Rose collided soon after the start.  Brandeen Bayley checked off Mousey
McCoy soon after the start.  Eduardo Rose checked off Mousey McCoy approaching the first turn.  Elusive
Anake checked off Mousey McCoy approaching the first turn, Elusive Anake stumbled as a result.  Alpha
Midas and Gappy Hilmore collided on the first turn serverely checking both greyhounds, checking Charlie
Rocket, checking Brandeen Bayley which raced wide as a result.  Charlie Rocket, Gappy Hilmore and Go
Zippy Go collided on the home turn checking Charlie Rocket and Gappy Hilmore.

A post-race sample was taken from Mousey McCoy - the winner of the event.

Race 3
SPOLLYS
7:40 pm
520m

Mixed 4/5

Pre-race samples were taken from Kadalex Kid and from Midnight Starlet.

Midnight Starlet, Wise Ricciardo and Zipping Chaser were slow to begin. 

Kadalex Kid and Who's Got Class collided approaching the first turn, checking Kadalex Kid and Midnight
Starlet.  Zipping Chaser raced wide on the first turn.  Wise Ricciardo galloped on Okay Kirsty on the first
turn checking both greyhounds.  Zipping Chaser checked off Kadalex Kid on the second turn.  Okay Kirsty
galloped on Who's Got Class on the second turn checking both greyhounds.  Who's Got Class and Wise
Ricciardo collided on the third turn checking both greyhounds.  Who's Got Class, Okay Kirsty and Wise
Ricciardo collided on the home turn.  

Race 4
CASEY SPRINT

8:15 pm
311m

Special Event

Stewards spoke to Mr. P Martinovic, the representative of Black Market regarding the length of time the
greyhound has had between races.  Black Market last raced on 24th July 2018 and is returning from a right
back muscle injury.

Pre-race samples were taken from Penny Pop and from Myrniong And All.

Dyna Winter was quick to begin.

Why Not Bazzar was slow to begin.

Desiree Dancer, Penny Pop and Azalea collided soon after the start.  Pumpernickel checked off Dyna
Winter soon after the start.  Why Not Bazzar faltered approaching the first turn and lost ground.  Desiree
Dancer and Azalea collided approaching the first turn.  Pumpernickel raced wide on the first turn and
approaching the home turn.  Dyna Winter checked off Myrniong And All entering the home straight.  Black
Market checked off Pumpernickel in the home straight.  

Why Not Bazzar was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left back
muscle injury, a 21 day stand down period was imposed.



Race 5
PROVINCIAL PLATE HT1

9:25 pm
520m

Special Event

Mr G James, trainer of Breakout declared a new weight of 32.9kg for the greyhound in accordance with
GAR 39(2). Breakout last raced at Shepparton 34.2kg.

Pre-race samples were taken from Winning Broke and from Breakout.

Races 5 to 8 were abandoned due to power failures at 8:30pm and 9:14pm, and the greyhounds being
kennelled for an extended time.  After several attempts by stewards and club officials to rectify the issue a
decision was made to abandon the remainder of the meeting at 10pm in the best interest of the welfare of
the greyhounds.

Race 6
PRESIDENT'S CUP 

10:00 pm
699m

Mixed 4/5

Races 5 to 8 were abandoned due to power failures at 8:30pm and 9:14pm, and the greyhounds being
kennelled for an extended time.  After several attempts by stewards and club officials to rectify the issue a
decision was made to abandon the remainder of the meeting at 10pm in the best interest of the welfare of
the greyhounds.

Race 7
BACKMANS PET FOODS

10:35 pm
520m

Grade 5

Races 5 to 8 were abandoned due to power failures at 8:30pm and 9:14pm, and the greyhounds being
kennelled for an extended time.  After several attempts by stewards and club officials to rectify the issue a
decision was made to abandon the remainder of the meeting at 10pm in the best interest of the welfare of
the greyhounds.

Race 8
PROVINCIAL PLATE HT2

10:57 pm
520m

Special Event

Stewards spoke to Mrs. S Thompson, the trainer of South Serpent regarding the length of time the
greyhound has had between races.  South Serpent last raced on 6th August 2018 and is returning from a
spell and has changed kennels.

Races 5 to 8 were abandoned due to power failures at 8:30pm and 9:14pm, and the greyhounds being
kennelled for an extended time.  After several attempts by stewards and club officials to rectify the issue a
decision was made to abandon the remainder of the meeting at 10pm in the best interest of the welfare of
the greyhounds.




